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Abstract 

The generation of time series of digital elevation models (DEMs) is fundamental for monitoring and understanding fast 

dynamic processes on the Earth’s surface. This work presents a novel concept for single-pass DEM generation based on 

a cluster of small-aperture synthetic aperture radar (SAR) satellites with different along- and cross-track baselines oper-

ating with a sub-Nyquist pulse repetition frequency. A key feature of the concept is the height retrieval algorithm based 

on a generalized maximum likelihood estimation, whose theoretical formulation is presented. A demonstration is then 

conducted using multi-baseline airborne data from DLR’s F-SAR system. The first results show that the proposed concept 

is a promising solution for the generation of highly accurate DEMs robust to phase unwrapping errors in a single pass. 

 

 

1 Introduction 

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) interferometry is a valuable 

remote sensing tool capable of supplying products with 

high accuracy and resolution for a wide range of applica-

tions in Earth observation [1]. Investigating and monitor-

ing dynamic phenomena on the Earth’s surface demands 

continuous time series with small revisit times [2], [3]. 

While nowadays frequent revisit SAR imaging is achieved 

by satellite constellations, time series of high-quality digi-

tal elevation models (DEM) at short time intervals are not 

yet available. Even state-of-the-art interferometric systems 

often require multiple passes of the satellites to generate 

unambiguous DEMs, severely limiting the frequency at 

which these products can be delivered. While TanDEM-X 

can acquire high quality interferograms in a single pass, 

producing an unambiguous DEM requires additional 

passes with different baselines, the separation between the 

satellites, to resolve unwrapping errors and layover, for ex-

ample in mountainous areas [4], [5]. Multi-pass acquisi-

tions also bring additional complexity to the product gen-

eration, as the observed scene evolves between the differ-

ent passes. For example, topographic changes, such as a 

snow fall event, can prevent interferograms from different 

passes to be jointly used for resolving unwrapping errors. 

In single-baseline across-track interferometry, the larger 

the baseline, the higher the DEM accuracy, but the more 

susceptible it is to phase unwrapping errors. The require-

ment of robustness to phase unwrapping errors then im-

poses an upper limit on the maximum baseline and so on 

the accuracy of the resulting DEM. TanDEM-X, for exam-

ple, operates with baselines between around 250 m and 

400 m, less than 10% of the critical baseline, due to this 

limit. Phase unwrapping errors can be resolved if multiple 

interferograms with different baselines are available, thus 

removing this upper limit on the baselines. Multi-baseline 

interferometry is then capable of generating DEMs robust 

to unwrapping errors and, through the use of larger base-

lines, with even higher accuracy. However, a system capa-

ble of single-pass multi-baseline interferometry would re-

quire at least three satellites flying in formation. 

We propose a novel distributed concept for DEM genera-

tion in a single pass based on a cluster of small-aperture 

SAR satellites, which we have also recently patented 

[6], [7]. The system operates with a pulse repetition fre-

quency (PRF) much smaller than the Doppler bandwidth, 

which allows the use of small-aperture antennas without 

compromising the swath width. A key feature of this con-

cept is the processing technique for DEM generation. The 

proposed technique combines the data from all satellites to 

jointly resolve azimuth and height ambiguities without the 

need to generate unambiguous focused SAR images as an 

intermediate step. This removes the constraint of arranging 

the cluster in trains of satellites, enabling further cross-

track baseline diversity, and using fewer satellites.  

This work further presents a demonstration based on a ded-

icated multi-baseline airborne acquisition recently per-

formed with the F-SAR system of the German Aerospace 

Center (DLR) over the Soiernspitze, near Mittenwald, Ger-

many.  

2 Concept and Processing 

The proposed concept consists of exploiting a cluster of 

small-aperture SAR satellites for single-pass DEM gener-

ation with high accuracy and robustness to unwrapping er-

rors. The pulse transmission can be alternated between 

some or all satellites of the cluster [8], or be handled by a 

dedicated satellite, allowing the others to be receive-only 

[9]–[11]. Multiple satellites can also transmit simultane-

ously [12]. The system observes a wide Doppler bandwidth 

due to the small antenna apertures, and operates with a PRF 

much lower than this bandwidth. Therefore, the data from 

a single receiver in the cluster cannot be used to form an 

unambiguous SAR image. The satellites in the cluster must 

be arranged with a combination of along-track and cross-



track baselines. The former enables the suppression of azi-

muth ambiguities similarly to distributed SAR imaging, 

where the data from a train of SAR satellites operating with 

a sub-Nyquist PRF is combined to form an unambiguous 

SAR image [8]–[11], [13], [14]. The latter allows for the 

generation of a DEM robust to unwrapping errors in a sin-

gle pass as in conventional multi-baseline interferometry. 

The larger cross-track baselines provide accuracy to the 

DEM while the smaller and intermediate baselines provide 

robustness to unwrapping errors. While a formation with 

three trains of satellites with distributed SAR imaging 

would achieve the goal of single-pass DEM generation 

with high accuracy, typical terrain has a much lower infor-

mation content than three unambiguous SAR images, indi-

cating that the same goal can be achieved with less data. 

This observation was first exploited in [15], [16], where 

one or more SAR CubeSats are added in formation with a 

bistatic interferometer and are used to resolve unwrapping 

errors despite the high noise and ambiguity levels of the 

CubeSat images. Here we exploit this by employing clus-

ters not arranged in trains of satellites, achieving increased 

cross-track baseline diversity and using fewer satellites, as 

small and intermediate cross-track baselines can be less 

populated. This is supported by a novel processing scheme 

that, as depicted in Figure 1, combines the data from all 

satellites in the cluster to produce the DEM without the 

need to form unambiguous SAR images as an intermediate 

product. 

As shown in Figure 2, as a first step a highly ambiguous 

SAR image is produced for each transmitter/receiver pair. 

The azimuth compression includes the reconstruction of 

the wide Doppler bandwidth larger than the PRF. It can 

also include additional processing for the suppression of 

azimuth ambiguities, such as adaptive spectral filtering ex-

ploiting estimates of the local azimuth-ambiguity-to-signal 

ratio, which can be obtained by adapting the technique in 

[17]. The reconstructed Doppler bandwidth is a multiple of 

the PRF and is split into sub-bands with width equal to the 

PRF. Then multilooked interferograms between all possi-

ble pairs of SAR images and for each sub-band are formed. 

These interferograms then compose the estimated covari-

ance matrices of the stack of highly ambiguous images: 
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where 𝑏 is an index indicating the sub-band — the sub-

band 𝑏 is offset by 𝑏 ⋅ PRF from the central band —, 𝑅 is 

the slant range, 𝑦 is the azimuth, 𝑁𝐿 is the number of looks, 

and 𝒖𝑏,𝑙(𝑅, 𝑦) is a vector of pixels, one from each highly 

ambiguous image at the band 𝑏 and the look 𝑙. Finally, the 

DEM is jointly estimated from all covariance matrices. 

Specifically, for each pixel in range and azimuth, the height 

is obtained through a generalized maximum likelihood es-

timation that considers as parameters the heights, noise-

free coherences, and backscatters of the main and azimuth-

ambiguous components of the covariance matrices. A 

model for the covariance matrix 𝐶𝑏 is derived as the sum 

of the contributions of the main 𝐶𝑏,0 signals, the ambiguous 

signals 𝐶𝑏,𝜌, and the noise 𝐶noise: 

 

 𝐶𝑏(𝜽) = 𝐶𝑏,0(𝜽0) + ∑ 𝐶𝑏,𝜌(𝜽𝜌)

𝜌≠0

+ 𝐶noise (2) 

 

where 𝜌 is the ambiguity order, with 𝜌 = 0 indicating the 

main signal, 𝜽𝜌 is a vector containing the height ℎ𝜌, the 

noise-free coherence 𝛾𝜌, and the beta naught  𝛽𝜌
0 for the 

respective ambiguity order, and 𝜽 is a vector containing 

these parameters for all ambiguity orders. To reduce the 

number of parameters of the estimation, the noise-free co-

herence is assumed to be independent of the across-track 

baseline. The elements 𝑐𝑏,𝜌,𝑛𝑚 of the covariance matrix 

𝐶𝑏,𝜌 are modeled as 

 

𝑐𝑏,𝜌,𝑛𝑚(𝜽𝜌) = 𝐴𝑏,𝜌𝛽𝜌
0𝛾𝜌𝑒

𝑗2𝜋(𝑏−𝜌)
𝑦𝑠,𝑛𝑚PRF

𝑣𝑠 𝑒𝑗𝑘𝑧,𝑛𝑚ℎ𝜌 , 

if 𝑛 ≠ 𝑚, 

𝑐𝑏,𝜌,𝑛𝑚(𝜽𝜌) = 𝐴𝑏,𝜌𝛽𝜌
0, if 𝑛 = 𝑚, 

(3) 

 

where 𝑦𝑠,𝑛𝑚 and 𝑘𝑧,𝑛𝑚 are, respectively, the along-track 

baseline and the vertical wavenumber between the pair of 

images of indices 𝑛 and 𝑚, 𝑣𝑠 is the platform speed, and 

𝐴𝑏,𝜌 is the factor by which the antenna pattern affects the 

 
Figure 1  Cluster of small-aperture satellites used for distributed SAR interferometry, either with a dedicated transmitter 

(top left) or with multiple transmitters (bottom left). The data from all satellites in the cluster combined form an array of 

phase centers with a combination of along-track and cross-track baselines (center) that is processed to directly generate a 

DEM (right) without the intermediate step of forming unambiguous SAR images. 



intensity of the respective ambiguity at the respective sub-

band. The infinite sum in (2) can be truncated at the ambi-

guity orders where the 𝐴𝑏,𝜌 terms become negligible. The 

log-likelihood function is then 

 

ln 𝐿(𝜽) = ∑ − tr(𝐶𝑏
−1(𝜽)�̂�𝑏

𝐻) − 𝑁𝐿 ln|𝐶𝑏(𝜽)|

𝑏

− 𝑁𝐿𝑁𝑠 ln 𝜋, 

(4) 

 

where | ⋅ | denotes the matrix determinant, and 𝑁𝑠 is the 

number of images in each sub-band. Finally, the height is 

estimated by finding the parameters �̂� that maximize this 

log-likelihood function, 

 

�̂� = argmax
𝜽

ln 𝐿(𝜽), (5) 

 

and discarding all the parameters other than the height of 

the main signals, ℎ0̂. This method for producing DEMs is 

a generalization of conventional SAR interferometry. In 

fact, it is exactly equivalent to it in the single-baseline case 

when unambiguous images are available. In the multi-

baseline case where unambiguous images are available, 

this method is equivalent to the maximum-likelihood 

height estimation [18]. 

 

Figure 2  Block diagram of the processing scheme for 

DEM generation using a cluster of small-aperture SAR sat-

ellites operating with a PRF much lower than the Doppler 

bandwidth. 

3 F-SAR Experiment 

A dedicated airborne SAR campaign over the Soiernspitze, 

near Mittenwald, Germany, was performed using DLR’s 

F-SAR system to demonstrate the novel distributed con-

cept for single-pass generation of highly-accurate DEMs. 

One of the acquired F-SAR images is shown in Figure 3. 

The test site contains diverse topography with mountainous 

and flat areas, both with and without vegetation cover, al-

lowing the evaluation of the performance in diverse sce-

narios. The data were acquired in the L, S, and X bands in 

10 parallel tracks arranged as shown in Figure 4 at an alti-

tude of 6,705 m above the WGS84 ellipsoid. The position 

of the tracks was chosen to provide multiple heights of am-

biguity in the range of 10 to 200 m in both L and S bands. 

Furthermore, a PRF much higher than the Doppler band-

width was employed, so that data are oversampled in azi-

muth. This work considers the L-band data. 

The data that would be acquired by a distributed SAR in-

terferometric system with 8 receivers dispersed with along- 

and across-track baselines as indicated in Figure 5 were 

simulated from the F-SAR images. The Doppler bandwidth 

of the system is 189 Hz and the PRF is equal to one third 

of this bandwidth, i.e., 63 Hz. The data from each receiver 

were simulated by first filtering the F-SAR image of the 

receiver’s track to the bandwidth of 189 Hz and removing 

Range and azimuth compression 

Interferogram formation and multilooking 

Generalized maximum likelihood 

height estimation 

Raw data 

Highly ambiguous images 

DEM 

Covariance matrices 

 

Figure 3  L-band image formed from track number 1. The 

red rectangle delimits the region on which the DEMs pre-

sented in this section were generated. 

 

Figure 4  Vertical and horizontal offsets (blue points) in 

the cross-track plane of the 10 parallel tracks of the F-SAR 

acquisition with respect to the track number 1, which is at 

an altitude of 6,705 m. The identifier of each track is 

shown above the respective track. 

 

Figure 5  Spatial arrangement of the 8 receivers (blue 

points) of the simulated distributed SAR interferometric 

system. 



the Doppler centroid resulting from the squinted geometry, 

then translating it in azimuth according to the azimuth off-

set of the receiver, then performing inverse focusing along 

azimuth to simulate the range-compressed data, and finally 

downsampling the range-compressed data by a factor of 

three to achieve the desired PRF. 

The data from all the receivers of the distributed SAR in-

terferometric system were then focused to produce highly 

ambiguous images and recover the wider Doppler band-

width equal to three times the system’s PRF. Three Dop-

pler sub-bands, [-3PRF/2, -PRF/2[, [-PRF/2, PRF/2[, and 

[PRF/2, 3PRF/2[, all with width equal to the system’s PRF, 

were reconstructed and processed independently. A 

TanDEM-X DEM was used for compensating the flat earth 

and topographic phases, so that all derived height measure-

ments are height offsets with respect to the TanDEM-X 

DEM. The interferograms formed between the highly am-

biguous images were multilooked by averaging across 

range and azimuth, with 9 × 3 pixels, respectively. Finally, 

the generalized maximum likelihood estimation was per-

formed as indicated in (5), but with a further simplifying 

assumption that all noise-free interferometric coherences 

𝛾𝜌 are 0.9. The estimated height of the main component 

was used to form a DEM, whereas the other parameters 

were discarded.  

The results are presented for the region outlined by the red 

rectangle in Figure 3. This region of the SAR image is 

shown in Figure 6. The DEM obtained with the proposed 

distributed interferometric system is shown in Figure 7 (a). 

It shows good agreement with the reference DEM shown 

in Figure 7 (b), formed through multi-baseline interferom-

etry considering the fully-sampled images of the same 

tracks used for the proposed system (see Figure 5). The 

proposed technique also present outlier pixels with very in-

correct height estimates. These outliers are caused by the 

presence of azimuth ambiguities and by failure of the 

global optimizer used to solve the generalized maximum 

likelihood problem. Note, comparing Figure 7 (a) and Fig-

ure 6, that the outliers are concentrated in low-backscatter 

areas. These outliers can be detected and potentially elimi-

nated by reprocessing with a more robust global optimizer. 

The statistics of the height difference between the two 

DEMs in Figure 7 was evaluated in the region outlined by 

the black rectangle and ignoring the outlier pixels. The 

standard deviation of the height difference was found to be 

1.5 m, while the bias was negligible. 

 

 

Figure 6  Region of the image formed from track 1 out-

lined by the red rectangle in Figure 3 filtered to the 

[-PRF/2, PRF/2] band. The reported root mean square am-

plitude was obtained with 9 × 3 pixels in range and azi-

muth, respectively. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7  (a) DEM obtained using the generalized maxi-

mum likelihood height estimation with the simulated dis-

tributed interferometric system. (b) DEM obtained using 

multi-baseline interferometry with fully-sampled data 

from tracks 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6, the same tracks used in the 

simulated distributed interferometric system (see Fig-

ure 5). The region outlined by the black rectangle was used 

for the estimation of the statistics of difference between the 

height measurements of (a) and (b). The indicated height 

measurements are offsets with respect to the TanDEM-X 

DEM. 



4 Conclusion 

This work presents a novel distributed concept that em-

ploys a cluster of small-aperture SAR satellites for single-

pass generation of highly accurate DEMs robust to unwrap-

ping errors. A key feature of the concept is the generalized 

maximum likelihood height estimation, which jointly 

solves the problem of azimuth ambiguities and the non-lin-

ear problem of phase ambiguities. This concept generalizes 

cross-track SAR interferometry to apertures distributed 

over multiple satellites with a combination of along- and 

cross-track baselines. The novel processing that supports 

this concept does not require an intermediate step of image 

formation and so removes the constraint of arranging the 

cluster in trains of satellites, enabling further cross-track 

baseline diversity and allowing fewer satellites to be used. 

The first results from a demonstration with airborne data 

support the theoretical results and shows that the concept 

is capable of generating DEMs from highly ambiguous 

SAR images that agree with DEMs generated through con-

ventional multi-baseline SAR interferometry. These first 

results show negligible bias and a standard deviation of 

1.5 m of the difference between the heights estimated with 

each method in the evaluated region. More comprehensive 

analyses of the proposed processing technique using larger 

areas of the dataset will be carried out. 

The proposed concept can moreover be seen as a specific 

formation in a flexible mission that can rearrange the clus-

ter of small-aperture satellites for different applications, 

such as tomography or along-track interferometry. This 

concept is an attractive and cost-effective solution for fu-

ture Earth observation missions for single-pass generation 

of high-quality DEMs. 
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